PIANORGAN FILM BOOKS
of INCIDENTAL MUSIC
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FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS
"BERG" and "CINEMA"
INCIDENTAL SERIES

BOOK OF
INFERNAL and PRESTO MUSIC

THE SLIMY VIPER  Gaston Borch
BATTLE OF YPRES  Gaston Borch
VALE INFERANALE  G. Meyerbeer
SINISTER PRESTO  James C. Bradford
TURBULENCE  Gaston Borch

BELWIN
NEW YORK, N.Y.

COPYRIGHT 1925  MADE IN U.S.A.
SEND FOR CIRCULARS
LISTING CONTENTS,
SPECIAL PRICES AND
INSTALMENT PLAN

of our famous

BELWIN

"200 Master Library"
"100 Master Annex No. 1"
"120 Master Annex No. 2"
"125 Master Annex No. 3"
"150 Program Library"

THE SOLUTION TO ALL PROBLEMS
A
BELWIN LIBRARY
AND A COPY OF
Rapée's Encyclopedia of Music for Pictures
The Slimy Viper

Piano

Gaston Borch

B.D.S. No. 7

Copyright 1918 by S. M. Berg, Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York
International Copyright Secured
Published by BELWIN, Inc., New York U.S.A.
B. D. S. No. 4
Alto con spirito
SINISTER PRESTO
The Dragon

Piano or Organ

JAMES C. BRADFORD

Cin. 66-9

Copyright MCMXXVI by BELWIN INC., N.Y.C.
International Copyright Secured Printed in U.S.A.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Including public performance for profit.
Listesso tempo
Turbulence

Piano

Agitato con fuoco

GASTON BORCH

Berg Descriptive Series

No. 5

to CODA.

cresc.  
mf  
dolce

B.D.S. No. 5  Copyright 1948 by S.M. Berg, Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York
International Copyright Secured
Published by BELWIN, Inc., New York U.S.A.
ENCyclopedia of MUSIC FOR PICTURES

by ERNO RAPEE

Patent Applied for

IT—IS—THE—BEST
BECAUSE
THERE—IS—NO—OTHER

CLEAR PRINT—DURABLE HARD COVER
BINDING—INDESTRUCTIBLE

PRICE
$6.00
POSTPAID

Its Pages of instructive articles plus "Ten Thousand Titles of Musical Compositions" classified under "Five Hundred Different Headings" describing the purpose and character of each composition in relation to its possibilities of replacing the spoken word in the silent drama

CONSTITUTES THE GREATEST CONTRIBUTION EVER OFFERED TO

"BETTER MUSIC FOR THE FILM"

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE
PIANO ORGAN
FILM BOOKS
OF INCIDENTAL MUSIC

Illustrate to the Audience
IN A HARMONIOUS MANNER

"AUDIBLY" THAT WHICH IS GIVEN THEM "VISIBLY"

30 DIFFERENT VOLUMES 30

8 — NEW BOOKS — 8

GRAVE and PATHETIC MUSIC
INFERNO and PRESTO MUSIC
CINEMA BURLESQUES
GRUESOME and SINISTER MUSIC
GROTESQUE and COMEDY MUSIC
MELANCHOLIC MUSIC
MISCELLANEOUS INCIDENTAL MUSIC
BARON CINEMA MUSIC

22 — VOLUMES PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED — 22

CHARACTERISTIC HURRIES and
ALLEGROS
ANIMAL CARTOONIX
EMOTIONAL MUSIC
PATHETIC LOVE THEMES
CHARACTERISTIC AGITATOS
AMERICAN-INDIAN and MEXICAN MUSIC
ORIENTAL MUSIC
NEUTRAL LOVE THEMES
DRAMATIC MISTERIOSOS
DRAMATIC and PATHETICS
NEUTRAL AGITATOS

FURIOSOS and BATTLE MUSIC
WESTERN MUSIC and GALOPS
DRAMATIC AGITATOS
MISTERIOSOS
DRAMATIC TENSIONS
DRAMATIC APPASSIONATOS and
ANDANTES
HURRIES
CHARACTERISTIC INCIDENTS
RECATIVATES and TRAGIC MUSIC
BARON PRELUDES "FIRST BOOK"
BARON PRELUDES "SECOND BOOK"

SEND FOR SPECIAL CIRCULAR LISTING CONTENTS

NET PRICE 35c. EACH BOOK
Any Set of 10 Books $3.15
[POSTAGE EXTRA]

Each number contained in these books can also be obtained in single form for
15c. PER SINGLE NUMBER
also published for small or full orchestra

BELWIN
701 SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK, N.Y.